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What this presentation will cover:

What a Worked Example is

When to use Worked Examples

How to construct a Worked Example

How Worked Examples assist reasoning and problem solving

Using Worked Examples to facilitate learning about research methods



THE BIG PICTURE: REASONING



Definition

Analogical Reasoning

Making a decision about something new in our experience 

by drawing a parallel to something old in our experience 

(Sternberg, 1977).



Definition

Analog

A problem that shares the same structure as another problem, 

but not the same content (referred to as “surface characteristics” 

or “cover stories”).     



Examples of analogs

Composing on a typewriter  Composing on a computer keyboard

Ironing   Guiding a mouse 

Driving a car  Riding a motorcycle

Watching an apple fall from a tree  Understanding gravity

Viewing a film on values  Applying those values to a personal situation

Reading about a resolution to a problem  Applying it elsewhere



Teaching using analogs

Without analogs, we cannot reason analogically.

What can we do as teachers to help our students acquire analogs?

Research shows that using these three things are effective:

Analogies

Models

Worked Examples
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PART OF THE BIG PICTURE:  

WORKED EXAMPLES



Definition

Worked Example

A problem from a category of problems that illustrates the 

correct steps for solving that problem type (Carroll, 1994).

A depiction of the complete solution to a typical problem 

(Brooks & Crippen, nd).



Illustrated examples vs worked examples

How do they differ?



An illustrated 

example

states a rule, 

then shows 

how to apply it



A worked 

example

states a problem, 

then breaks the 

procedure for 

solving it into 

steps



Worked Example?

In algebra, order of operations

http://www.purplemath.com/modules/orderops2.htm

http://www.purplemath.com/modules/orderops2.htm


Worked Example?

In chemistry, Carbon-14 dating

http://chemistry.about.com/od/workedchemistryproblems/a/workedproblems.htm

http://chemistry.about.com/od/workedchemistryproblems/a/workedproblems.htm


Worked Example?

In biology, how to create a Punnett square

http://www2.edc.org/weblabs/Punnett/punnettsquares.html

http://www2.edc.org/weblabs/Punnett/punnettsquares.html


Worked Example?

In term paper composition & style, writing a psychology report

http://writingworkshop.edtec.unsw.edu.au/psyc_report/examples/example1.pdf

http://writingworkshop.edtec.unsw.edu.au/psyc_report/examples/example1.pdf


Worked Example?

In English grammer, diagramming sentences

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/diagrams2/diagrams_frames.htm

http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/diagrams2/diagrams_frames.htm
http://grammar.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/diagrams2/diagrams_frames.htm


What research tells us about 

worked examples

The following excerpts were retrieved from an Exhibit on the website of the 

Journal of Online Education at http://www.innovateonline.info/extra/exhibit192.



What research tells us

Research supports the assertion that novice learners rely heavily on examples 

during problem solving (Chi et al. 1989) and that examples support problem-

solving efforts (Atlas 1996). 



What research tells us

Sweller (1999) asserts that conventional problem solving (learning-by-doing) 

requires learners to engage in search strategies to discover the problem structure 

and rules. However, the primary types of search strategies, such as trial and error

and means-ends analysis, impose a heavy cognitive load that interferes with 

learning. As an alternative, Sweller encourages the incorporation of worked 

examples, which present learners with step-by-step problem solutions. Worked 

examples offer learners the opportunity to find the method of problem solving 

through the examination of these examples. 



What research tells us

Even though examples provide information relevant to skill learning for novice 

learners, there are some downsides if such an approach is not sufficiently linked 

with practice . . . worked examples alone do not provide opportunities for learners 

to transform declarative knowledge into procedural knowledge for skill acquisition 

(Anderson 1983). 



What research tells us

When offering practice problems for novice learners, it should also be taken into 

account whether learners are provided with independent practice opportunities, 

rather than mechanical practice opportunities for entering the given steps for the 

correct solution to a problem (Charney, Reder, and Kusbit 1990).



Creating worked examples

To help students, worked examples must be:

 based on well-defined problems (ones with a single “correct” answer)

 presented in a step-by-step format

Each worked example should:

 begin with a statement of the problem

 show the complete solution

 elaborate upon what happens in each step

 follow with practice problems that gradually “fade” assistance (leave more and 

more steps for the learner to complete) 



How to use worked examples

Give worked examples to novice learners.

Two or more worked examples might be necessary.

Use worked examples as:

 scaffolding (helping students do what they can’t do alone)

 guides for solving other problems like the ones in the examples

Always follow a worked example by assigning practice problems.

Assess learning from worked examples with problems that require a transfer of skills to 

a new situation.



Transfer of learning into problem solving

Practice progresses from mechanical practice into opportunities to use the procedures 

learned in a new situation

To do this:

 gradually reduce, then eliminate scaffolding

 make problems more complex

 embed application in high-stakes assessments



USING WORKED EXAMPLES TO 

TEACH RESEARCH METHODS



Clear links to course objectives

In the MLIS course on research methods at VSU, worked example activities relate to 

these course objectives:

 Distinguish between qualitative and quantitative research methods

 Identify the basic elements in the design of social research studies

 Relate terminology, concepts, and processes of social research to studies conducted 

in the field of library and information science (LIS)

The activities contribute to this higher-order assessment:

 Evaluate research methodologies from representative LIS research studies



Pre-requisite Learning 



Conceptualizing a study







Worked Example on finding mean, median, 

and mode for grouped data





















Worked Example on calculating variance





A Worked Example Approach to 

Data Collection



Extracting data from the U. S. Census

Students first study a worked example showing how to locate data in the census charts

The following excerpts show how to use further scaffolding techniques to guide them 

through a practice exercise that requires them to locate specific data in the census 

database.



Provide a facsimile of how data is arranged with one data set entered.



Partially fill in a second data set. The entered data helps guide students.



A third data set requires students to locate data at the next level.



Ask students to locate data for a new “target” without guides.



A Worked Example Approach to

Identifying Research Designs



INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENTS:

On the next few slides, you will see abstracts from actual LIS research articles.

Categorize these studies as either qualitative or quantitative.

Look for clues in the research design.

Diagramming abstracts



Worked example for diagramming an abstract of a quantitative study



Follow-up thought exercise for students:

What research design elements make this study quantitative?

Possible answers:

1133 job ads

Variables quantified

Cross tabulation



Worked example for diagramming an abstract of a qualitative study



Follow-up thought exercise for students:

What research design elements make this study qualitative?

Possible answers:

11 participants

Constructs examined

Interviews conducted



Practice exercise for diagramming an abstract of a qualitative study



Provide correct answers to a practice exercise  



Follow-up thought exercise for students:

What does your diagram of the abstract tell you about the study?

Qualitative or Quantitative?

Why? 

Possible answers:

Exploration of a single phenomena

Conducted in the field

Interviews and field notes used



Practice exercise for diagramming an abstract of a quantitative study



Provide correct answers to a practice exercise  



Follow-up thought exercise for students:

What does your diagram of the abstract tell you about the study?

Qualitative or Quantitative?

Why? 

Possible answers:

Random sampling

Survey designed to measure variables

Data reported in percentages



Start fading out scaffolding.

You can stick with mechanical practice.

Match these research elements to each one’s position in the abstract :

Researcher’s purpose                            Participants        

Data collection methods Field site

Data analysis methods                           Duration

Constructs                                               Findings



Or, you can create a more challenging opportunity for practice.

Label the research elements in this abstract.



Make sure you have assessment exercises for both qual and quan.

Match these research elements to each one’s position in the abstract :

Researcher’s purpose                            Aggregate studied        

Data collection methods Quantified data

Target documents                                   Duration

Variables                                                 Findings



Make sure you present each assessment in the same manner.

Label the research elements in this abstract.



Provide the correct answers in your feedback.

Be prepared to remediate for those students who failed in this exercise.

For the more challenging practice, you still need to decide in advance 

what types of labels you would expect students to provide and what 

variations on those answers you will accept.

Researcher’s purpose                            

Aggregate studied        

Data collection methods

Quantified data

Target documents                                   

Duration

Variables                                                

Findings



Structure the thought question exactly like questions used for practice:

What does your diagram of the abstract tell you about the study?

Qualitative or Quantitative?

Why? 



Ultimate assessment . . .



Include an abstract that reflects your 

research design in your final proposal

Assessment recommendations:

 Have students review each other’s abstracts.

 Align grading criteria with what you demonstrated in worked examples.

 Refer students whose abstracts have missing or incorrect elements back to one of 

the worked examples that most closely fits their research designs.
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Which of these techniques might you adapt 

for your teaching?


